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•

Merit Contractors Association plays a key role in monitoring the attitudes of
Canadians with regard to labour and labour relations

•

In 2008 and 2011, Canadian LabourWatch Association conducted surveys with
employed Canadians to assess their opinions on unions

•

In 2012, on behalf of Merit, mkm contracted Leger Marketing to conduct a similar
survey on opinion about role of unions with employed Albertans. The study will be
used in the future to compare the attitudes of employed Albertans (towards unions)
over time

•

The primary purpose of this study was to measure employed Albertans’ views on …
•
•
•
•
•

The relevance of unions
Interests in unionization
Unions dues and financial transparency
Process of unionization
Impact of unions in the workplace
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Data Collection

• 501 online interviews with employed Albertans were conducted
using the LegerWeb.com panel. Interviews were conducted
between July 25th, 2012 and July 29th, 2012.

Target Respondents

• Albertans who are currently employed, aged 18 years or older.

Analysis

• Results have been weighted by age and gender to ensure
demographic representation.
• As a non random Internet survey, a margin of error is not
reported (margin of error accounts for sampling error). Had this
data been collected using a probability sample, the margin of
error would be ±4.4 percentage points, 19 times out of 20.
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KEY INSIGHTS


Most employees are currently not unionized; among those who are / were unionized, it was a
mandatory process for the majority.
¾
¾



Opinion is divided regarding the relevance of unions today and there is limited interest in future
unionization.
¾
¾
¾



The majority of employed Albertans (78%) are not unionized currently, including a significant 58% who have never
been unionized.
For the majority (85%), becoming a part of the union was a mandatory requirement for the job, and most (68%)
were unable to resign from their union membership while maintaining their unionized job.

Opinion is divided regarding the relevance of unions. Four in ten (40%) consider the unions relevant while 45%
think that the unions are not relevant anymore.
Overall, just more than half (54%) would like their job not to be unionized.
Among those who are not unionized currently, about a fifth (22%) are interested in being unionized in their current
jobs

Unions are seen as effective in safeguarding jobs and employees’ interests
¾
¾

The role of unions in safeguarding employees’ interest is the key reason why people consider unions relevant. On
the other hand those who do not consider unions relevant, think labour laws are enough to protect labour, unions
leaders may push their own agenda and the unions make it difficult for companies to remain competitive.
The majority (81%) consider unions having a positive role in ensuring job security. However, employees
(particularly those from private sector) are apprehensive about the unions’ role in terms of promoting an
innovative working atmosphere, making the business competitive, or enabling the government to use tax dollars.
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KEY INSIGHTS


Employees seek more transparency and say, both in the unionization process and the financial
information
¾
¾



The majority (irrespective of the sector) agree that during a unionization drive, employees should be entitled to
information (87%) and a secret ballot is necessary while forming or removing an union (83%).
When it comes to financial disclosure, the majority (irrespective of sectors) agree that a worker during a union
drive should be able to obtain financial information about the union (94%) and it should be mandatory for all
unions (public or private) to publically disclose their finances (86%).

Opinion is divided regarding how well the union dues are spent. Employees also want more choice
(making it optional) when it comes to paying union dues and they do not support any non‐union /
workplace related expenditure of the union funds.
¾
¾

¾

Opinion is divided regarding how the unions dues are spent with 35% considering it is well spent while 41% think
otherwise. Close to one‐fourth (24%) are not aware or do not have an opinion on how the dues are spent.
The majority (72%) of employed Albertans feel that while employees should be required to financially support core
union activities, they should have the option of opting out of any non‐core activities. Albeit lower, but a majority
(63%) also agree that unionization should not be a mandatory condition for employment and employees should
have the option of opting out of all union dues.
Across industry sectors, there is little support (less than one‐fifth) for the uses of union dues towards making
contributions to political parties (19%), making contributions to advocacy groups unrelated to workplace’s needs
(18%) or for funds to make attack ads against political parties (15%).
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CURRENT STATUS
AND MEMBERSHIP

UNIONIZATION – CURRENT INCIDENCE
AND FUTURE INTEREST
Chart 1

Current Incidence of
Unionization

Chart 2

Not unionized,
and never have
been unionized

Interest in Future
Unionization

Very interested

6%
Interested
22%

22%
Not unionized,
but have been
unionized in the
past

Somewhat interested

20%

58%

Total Not
Currently
Unionized
78%

Somewhat not
interested

16%

9%
Not Interested
71%

Unionized
Not at all interested

Base: Employed Albertans (n=501)

62%

Base: Employed Albertans who are
not currently unionized (n=393)

The majority of employed Albertans (78%) are not unionized currently, including a significant 58% who have never been
unionized. Among those who are not unionized currently, about a fifth (22%) are interested in being unionized in their
current jobs.
•
•

Incidence of unionization is significantly higher among the Government / Public Sector
Public sector employees are also more interested (40%) in future unionization compared to the private sector (18%)
Q2. In your current job, are you:, Q3. If you are not unionized now, would you be very interested, somewhat
interested, somewhat not interested, or not at all interested in being unionized in your current job?
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MEMBERSHIP STATUS
An actual Member of the union can be elected to represent fellow workers and is also subject to union
discipline. Someone covered under a collective agreement who pays dues but cannot be elected or be
subject to union discipline is unionized, but not an actual Member.
Were you an actual member?

Chart 3
Don't
Know, 8%

No, 11%

Yes, 81%

The majority (81%) of those who are / were unionized were Actual members.
Base: Employed Albertans who are/were unionized (n=213)
Q4. You said you are/were unionized. Based on this definition are/were you an actual Member of a union or not a
12
Member?

UNION MEMBERSHIP PROCESS
Chart 4

How did you become a union member…

It was required
and came with
the job

13%2%

85%

You voluntarily
became a
Member of the
union
Don't
Know/Not sure

Chart 5

Ability to resign from union
membership..

I cannot/could not resign my
union membership while keeping
my unionized job

I can/could resign my union
Membership while keeping my
unionized job

I do not know whether or not the
collective agreement at my
unionized job allows/allowed me
to resign from my union but keep
my job

68%

8%

24%

For the majority (85%), becoming a part of the union was a mandatory requirement for the job, and most (68%) were
unable to resign from their union membership while maintaining their unionized job.
Base: Employed Albertans who are/were a union Member (n=213)
Q5. Which of the following is true for you?
Q6. Which of the following best describes how you became a union Member? Was it because:
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WHO SHOULD COLLECT THE DUES
Chart 6

43%

Don’t Know/
Not Sure

15%

Completely disagree

29%

Unions should be responsible for collecting union dues
directly from employees as opposed to having
employers collect these dues on behalf of unions
through payroll deduction

Somewhat disagree

18%

25%

Somewhat agree

43%

13%

Completely agree

Opinion is divided regarding who should be responsible for collecting union dues, 43% of employed Albertans agree that
unions should be responsible for directly collecting union dues from employees, while a similar proportion (43%) do not
agree to the idea.
Base: Employed Albertans (n=501)
Do you COMPLETELY AGREE, SOMEWHAT AGREE, SOMEWHAT DISAGREE, OR COMPLETELY DISAGREE with the
following statements? Q.25
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WHO SHOULD COLLECT THE DUES
By Currently / Formerly / Not Unionized
Table 1
Total Agree

Unions should be responsible for collecting union
dues directly from employees as opposed to having
employers collect these dues on behalf of unions
through payroll deduction

Currently Unionized
(n=108)

Formerly Unionized
(n=105)

Not Unionized
(n=288)

17%

42%

53%

Formerly unionized / not unionized employees are more likely to agree that the unions should collect the dues directly, while
currently unionized employees would prefer the employer to deduct the dues from payroll.

Do you COMPLETELY AGREE, SOMEWHAT AGREE, SOMEWHAT DISAGREE, OR COMPLETELY DISAGREE with the
following statements? Q.25
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RELEVANCE OF
UNIONS AND
PREFERENCE FOR
FUTURE
UNIONIZATION

RELEVANCE OF UNIONS TODAY
Chart 7

Don't
Know/Not
sure, 15%

Table 3
Why?

Table 2
Why?
Unions guarantee fair/equal working
conditions/ Unions keep management from 64%
abusing the employee
Unions guarantee competitive
14%
salaries/benefits
Unions define a voice for the
employee/Unions provide representation for 9%
the employee
Base: Employed Albertans who feel unions are
still relevant (n=202)

Unions
are still
relevant
today ,
40%

Unions
were
relevant
earlier,
45%

Base: Employed Albertans (n=501)

Unions are no longer needed/Labour laws
safeguard the worker
Union leaders/ representatives put their
interests ahead of those of the union
members they represent
Unions make it difficult for companies to
remain competitive
Union guidelines keep unfit employees
working

31%
19%
19%
14%

Unions have too much power 8%
Unions are only useful in certain fields/
5%
careers/ jobs
Unions are filled with corrupt individuals/
5%
Unions are corrupt
Base: Employed Albertans who feel unions are
no longer relevant (n=227)

Opinion is divided regarding the relevance of unions. Four in ten (40%) consider the unions relevant while 45% think that the
unions are not relevant anymore. Employees from the government or public sector are more likely to consider the unions
relevant. The role of unions in safeguarding employees’ interest is the key reason why people consider unions relevant. On
the other hand those who do not consider unions relevant, think labour laws are enough to protect labour, unions leaders
may push their own agenda and the unions make it difficult for companies to remain competitive.
Q9. Which statement best represents your personal opinion:, Q10. Why do you have that opinion?
*Mentions less than 5% not included
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THE ROLE OF UNIONS
Don’t Know/
Not Sure

Chart 8
14% 6% 8%

52%

30%

53%

26%

44%

Very negative

21%

22%

27%

22%

Job security for employees

44%

37%

81%

5%

The promotion of an innovative working
atmosphere

24%

10% 35%

13%

The ability of a business to compete

25%

7% 32%

15%

The ability for a government to use your
tax dollars

Somewhat negative

18% 8% 26%

Somewhat positive

30%

Very positive

The majority (81%) consider unions having a positive role in ensuring job security. However, employees (particularly those
from private sector) are apprehensive about the unions’ role in terms of promoting an innovative working atmosphere,
making the business competitive, or enabling the government to use tax dollars.
Base: Employed Albertans (n=501)
Do you think that the presence of a union in a workplace has a VERY POSITIVE, SOMEWHAT POSITIVE,
SOMEWHAT NEGATIVE, VERY NEGATIVE, effect on the following? Q11‐Q14
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PREFERENCE FOR A UNIONIZED JOB
Would they choose unionized or not
unionized

Chart 9

Don't
know/Not
sure, 17%

Unionized,
29%

Not
unionized,
54%

Given a choice, just more than half
(54%) would like their job not to be
unionized. Another 17% are not sure.
Consistent with the higher unionization
incidence, Government and Public
sector employees are more likely to
prefer their jobs to be unionized.
Employees who are unionized (currently
or formerly) are also more likely prefer
their current job to be unionized.

Base: Employed Albertans (n=501)
Q8. If you were given the choice in your current job/FORMERLY UNIONIZED JOB would you choose:
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REGULATIONS AND
FINANCIAL
DISCLOSURE

POSSIBLE REGULATIONS ON UNIONS
Chart 10

During a union organization drive,
employees should be entitled to obtain
6% 2%4% information from both the union and the
employer on the impact of the
workplace unionization

A secret ballot vote should be required
8% 4%4% when forming or removing a union from
a workplace

66%

Completely disagree

51%

16%

Governments should be allowed to
restrict bidding on public contracts solely
to unionized companies/employees
while preventing non‐union
companies/employees from bidding

Somewhat disagree

Don’t Know/
Not Sure
21%

25%

66%

58%

87% 8%

83%

12% 8% 20%

Somewhat agree

10%

14%

Completely agree

The majority (irrespective of the sector) agree that during a unionization drive, employees should be entitled to information
(87%) and a secret ballot is necessary while forming or removing an union (83%).
There is little support (20%) for the government to restrict bidding to only unionized companies.
Base: Albertans (n=501)
Do you COMPLETELY AGREE, SOMEWHAT AGREE, SOMEWHAT DISAGREE, OR COMPLETELY DISAGREE with the
following statements: Q.15‐17
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FINANCIAL INFORMATION DISCLOSURE
Chart 11

2%

9%

Completely disagree

1%2%

4% 6%

A worker, during a union drive or
thinking about becoming unionized
should be able to obtain financial
information about the union

It should be mandatory for unions from
both the private and public sectors to
disclose to the general public detailed
financial information on a regular basis

Somewhat disagree

17%

23%

77%

64%

Somewhat agree

Don’t Know/
Not sure
94%
3%

86%

Don’t Know/
Not sure
4%

Completely agree

When it comes to financial disclosure, the majority (irrespective of sectors) agree that a worker during a union drive should
be able to obtain financial information about the union (94%) and it should be mandatory for all unions (public or private) to
publically disclose their finances (86%).
Base: Employed Albertans (n=501)
Q18‐19. Do you COMPLETELY AGREE, SOMEWHAT AGREE, SOMEWHAT DISAGREE, OR COMPLETELY DISAGREE
with the following statement?
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FINANCIAL INFORMATION DISCLOSURE
By Currently / Formerly / Not Unionized
Table 4
Currently Unionized
(n=108)

Formerly Unionized
(n=105)

Not Unionized
(n=288)

A worker, during a union drive or thinking about
becoming unionized should be able to obtain financial
information about the union

87%

98%

96%

It should be mandatory for unions from both the private
and public sectors to disclose to the general public
detailed financial information on a regular basis

78%

93%

87%

Total Agree

Although still a majority, currently unionized employees are less likely to agree that It should be mandatory for unions from
both the private and public sectors to disclose to the general public detailed financial information on a regular basis.

Q18‐19. Do you COMPLETELY AGREE, SOMEWHAT AGREE, SOMEWHAT DISAGREE, OR COMPLETELY
DISAGREE with the following statement?
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UNION DUES

OPINION ON UNION EXPENDITURE
How did you feel about your
contributions for the union..

Chart 12

Don't
know/Not
sure, 24%

Well spent,
35%

Not well
spent, 41%

Opinion is divided regarding how the
unions dues are spent with 35%
considering it is well spent while 41%
think otherwise. Close to one‐fourth
(24%) are not aware or do not have an
opinion on how the dues are spent.
The following groups are more likely to
consider that the dues are not well
spent:
• Private sector employees (55% think
the dues are not well spent)
• Employees who were unionized
earlier but not now (53% think the
dues are not well spent)

Base: Employed Albertans who are/were unionized (n=213)
Q7. From what you know/knew of your union’s activities, did you feel that your contributions (in the form of
dues) are/were:,
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OPINION ON UNION EXPENDITURE
By Currently / Formerly Unionized
How did you feel about your contributions for the union..

Table 5
Currently Unionized
(n=108)

Formerly unionized
(n=105)

Well spent

43%

27%

Not well spent

31%

53%

Don't Know / Not sure

27%

21%

Those who were formerly unionized are more likely to consider that the union dues were not
well spent.

Q7. From what you know/knew of your union’s activities, did you feel that your contributions (in the form
of dues) are/were:,
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SHOULD UNIONS DUES BE MANDATORY
Don’t Know/
Not Sure

Chart 13
Employees should be required to financially support
core union activities such as negotiating and
19% 9% 10% administering collective agreements and representing
employees in disputes with management but should be
allowed to voluntarily opt‐in or opt‐out of financially
contributing to political social causes that are unrelated
to their work

28% 13% 15%

Completely disagree

Employees should not be required to pay dues to a union
as a condition of employment and should be allowed to
voluntarily opt‐in or opt‐out of financially supporting all
union activities and programs in their workplace

Somewhat disagree

34%

25%

39%

38%

Somewhat agree

72%

9%

10%

63%

Completely agree

The majority (72%) of employed Albertans feel that while employees should be required to financially support core union
activities, they should have the option of opting out of any non‐core activities.
Albeit lower, but a majority (63%) also agree that unionization should not be a mandatory condition for employment and
employees should have the option of opting out of all union dues. Support for opt‐out options is higher among private sector
employees.
Base: Albertans (n=501)
Do you COMPLETELY AGREE, SOMEWHAT AGREE, SOMEWHAT DISAGREE, OR COMPLETELY DISAGREE with the
following statements? Q.23‐24
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SHOULD UNIONS DUES BE MANDATORY
By Currently / Formerly / Not Unionized
Table 6
Total Agree
Employees should be required to financially support
core union activities such as negotiating and
administering collective agreements and representing
employees in disputes with management but should
be allowed to voluntarily opt‐in or opt‐out of
financially contributing to political social causes that
are unrelated to their work
Employees should not be required to pay dues to a
union as a condition of employment and should be
allowed to voluntarily opt‐in or opt‐out of financially
supporting all union activities and programs in their
workplace

Currently Unionized
(n=108)

Formerly Unionized
(n=105)

Not Unionized
(n=288)

71%

71%

73%

50%

66%

66%

Currently unionized workers are less likely to agree that employees should not be required to pay dues as a condition of
employment.

Do you COMPLETELY AGREE, SOMEWHAT AGREE, SOMEWHAT DISAGREE, OR COMPLETELY DISAGREE with the
following statements? Q.23‐25
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USES OF UNION DUES
Don’t Know/
Not Sure

Chart 14
77%

60%

17%

Making contributions to political parties

12% 7% 19%

4%

77%

58%

19%

Making contributions to advocacy groups 12% 6% 18%
unrelated to your workplace’s needs

6%

80%

65%

Making contributions to fund attack ads
against a political party

5%

Completely disagree

15%

Somewhat disagree

9% 6% 15%

Somewhat agree

Completely agree

Across industry sectors, there is little support (less than one‐fifth) for the uses of union dues towards making contributions to
political parties (19%), making contributions to advocacy groups unrelated to workplace’s needs (18%) or for funds to make
attack ads against political parties (15%).
Base: Albertans (n=501)
Do you COMPLETELY AGREE, SOMEWHAT AGREE, SOMEWHAT DISAGREE, OR COMPLETELY DISAGREE with the
following uses of union dues?: Q.20‐22
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USES OF UNION DUES
By Currently / Formerly / Not Unionized
Table 7
Currently Unionized
(n=108)

Formerly Unionized
(n=105)

Not Unionized
(n=288)

Making contributions to political parties

28%

16%

16%

Making contributions to advocacy groups unrelated to
your workplace’s needs

20%

17%

17%

Making contributions to fund attack ads against a
political party

26%

13%

11%

Total Agree

Support for use of union dues towards activities such as contributions to political parties, to advocacy groups not related to
workplace and to fund attacks against political parties is particularly low among formerly unionized and not unionized
workers.

Do you COMPLETELY AGREE, SOMEWHAT AGREE, SOMEWHAT DISAGREE, OR COMPLETELY DISAGREE with the
following uses of union dues?: Q.20‐22
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Employed Albertans

Total
(n=501)

Gender
Male

54%

Female

46%

Age
18 to 24

6%

25 to 34

27%

35 to 44

24%

45 to 54

25%

55 to 64

14%

65 to 74

4%

Over 75

*

Location
Calgary

33%

Edmonton

32%

Other Regions of Alberta

34%

* Less than 1% of mentions
D3. Are you… D2. Can you tell me in which age group you are, is it between: D1. In which Alberta area do you live?
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Employed Albertans

Total
(n=501)

Main Occupation
Office Worker

21%

Personnel Specialized in Sales

6%

Personnel Specialized in Services

7%

Manual Workers

4%

Skilled, Semi‐Skilled Workers

7%

Science and Technologies Workers

8%

Professionals

28%

Managers/Administrators/Owners

17%

Don’t Know/Not sure

2%

Q26. What is your current main occupation?
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Employed Albertans

Total
(n=501)

Work Sector

Employed Albertans

Total
(n=501)

Number of Employees

Government administration

11%

1 to 4

14%

Public sector enterprise

23%

5 to 9

8%

Private sector company

59%

10 to 49

11%

Don’t Know/Not sure

7%

50 to 99

6%

100 to 249

10%

250 to 499

6%

More than 500

38%

Don’t Know/Not sure

5%

Q27. Do you work in government administration, a public sector enterprise or a private sector company?
Q28.Including yourself, how many people does your company currently employ (including full‐time and part‐time
)
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Employed Albertans

Total
(n=501)

Education
Elementary

*

High school, general or professional

18%

College, pre‐university, technical training,
certificate (CEP), accreditation (ASP), or proficiency
diploma (DEP)

29%

University certificates and diplomas

7%

University Bachelor

36%

University Masters

8%

University Doctorate

2%

Don’t Know/Not sure

*

* Less than 1% of mentions
Q29. What is the highest level of schooling that you have completed? Is it:
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Employed Albertans

Total
(n=501)

Place of Birth
Born in Canada

88%

Born outside of Canada

12%

Q31. Were you born in Canada or outside of Canada?
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Employed Albertans

Total
(n=501)

Income
Less than $20,000

2%

Between $20,000 and less
than $40,000

10%

Between $40,000 and less
than $60,000

11%

Between $60,000 and less
than $80,000

15%

Between $80,000 and less
than $100,000

15%

$100,000 or more

33%

Don’t Know/Not sure

14%

Q32. In what category is the TOTAL INCOME, in 2011, before income tax, of all the members of
your household? Is it:
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